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1 IntroductionThis paper presents an exhausti�cation operator suitable for update semantics and discussesa series of applications of this operator. The exhausti�cation operator takes an open formulaand assigns (if this is possible) values to the free variables such that the formula is true asa result and entails any sentence that can be obtained from the formula by assigning othervalues to the variables that make the sentence true.This operator is employed to provide an (update) semantics for questions. The Wh-elementsof the question correspond to discourse markers and the discourse markers are exhausti�edwith respect to the question. (Positive) answers to the question present extra constraints onthe same discourse markers.The theory of questions that results is then used to formalize the theory of topic and focus thatequates the topic with a question and the focus with its answer. As we use a standard DRT-like representation of the complete sentence to represent the focus, the semantic e�ect of thetopic-focus division is that certain discourse markers in the sentence receive an interpretationthat is exhaustive with respect to the topic. The same assumption also makes it possible forthe theory to allow multiple topics.The topic-focus theory is applied to obtain certain scalar implicatures and to explain theEvans-e�ects. The indeterminacy of the topic focus division is exploited to explain the \can-cellation" of the implicatures and the de�niteness e�ects.It is moreover used to salvage a discarded theory of plurals in DRT, which analyses thoseplurals that are not monotone decreasing as de�nites or inde�nites (with an internal struc-ture), deriving those properties which are in conict with this assumption from the topic-focusdistinction.Dealing with the applications in the way sketched here involves me in a number of non-orthodox positions. First of all, I will have to take some distance from the generalised quanti-�er approach to plural determiners, or at least with its direct application to natural languagesemantics. The treatment I adopt is close to early Discourse Representation Theory1. Theproblems that face such an approach will be solved by assuming a topic-focus mechanismwhich exploits the exhausti�cation operator2. Second, the application to topic-focus placesme in the camp of those who try to assimilate the meaning of topic and focus to a question(with exhaustive interpretation) representing the topic and an answer to that question repre-senting the focus3. The treatment of scalar implicatures, or at least a part of them, no longermakes use of scales and involves some special assumptions about the semantic representationof various NL-expressions. In contrast, the theory of questions developed in section 4 tries tostay as close as possible to the classical view of Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984), although itcompletely changes the framework in which that theory is couched. Perhaps controversial is1In contrast, Kamp and Reyle (1993) is orthodox in its treatment of quanti�ers.2The e�ects of this operator are standardly assumed in the characterisations of the quanti�ers in the theoryof generalised quanti�ers. A disadvantage of that approach is a multiplication of readings, in the absence of amechanism that chooses between them. The two level approach chosen here, a basic semantic representationstrengthened by an essentially pragmatic mechanism keeps down the number of readings assumed by e.g. Schaand moreover provides a disambiguation mechanism.3Van Kuppevelt (1991) is a systematic defence of this view.3



the commitment to exhaustiveness that derives from Groenendijk & Stokhof.Why use update semantics? It will be clear from my discussion that it is quite possibleto de�ne exhausti�cation operators outside the context of an update semantics. Elsewhere(Zeevat & Scha (1992)), we have defended the view that update semantics is particularly suitedfor developing pragmatics and semantics within a single theory. The successful treatment ofpresuppositions in update semantics goes back to Karttunen (1974) with important additionsby Heim (1981). Certain pragmatic implicatures of assertions have been shown by Stalnaker(1978) to be directly expressible as conditions on updates. Here, we attempt to do the samefor certain implicatures arising from quantity and relevance. There are also two advantages inthe treatment of questions. In the �rst place, it is unnecessary to make a distinction betweensemantic and pragmatic answers to questions: the information state that is updated alwaysforms a suitable context. (With the semantic notion recoverable as updates of the emptyinformation state.) A second advantage is that updating a single information state providesus with a simple semantics for dialogue, if we take the information state to be the commonground between the conversation partners.Information states are here conceived as in Stalnaker (1978) to be a representation of theapparent common ground between speaker and hearer(s): that body of information whichpartners have purported to believe in the conversation. Some have proposed to take thehearer's information or the hearer's picture of the common ground. It would seem to me thatthis makes it hard to deal with non-monologic phenomena such as e.g. conversations, as wewould be obliged to jump from one information state to another one that cannot be derivedfrom the �rst one, every time the speaker changes. As it is my purpose to deal with questionsand answers, I see no reason to depart from Stalnaker. Note, however, that the developmentof partners' information states can in principle be easily described in terms of changes to thecommon ground, at least for honest partners. (Intersection should su�ce in that case.)2 Exhausti�cationWhat is the exhaustive interpretation of a variable in a formula? Intuitively, it is a value fora variable such that taking it to be the value rather than something else makes the formulatrue and makes it entail all the true formulas that can be obtained by assigning another valueto the variable in the formula. It is the strongest interpretation that the open formula allows.Of course, there need not exist an exhaustive interpretation for a formula. This is indeed acommon situation. Suppose �ve boys are asleep. It is then impossible to have an exhaustivereading for sentences like (1a/b) .(1) a. One boy sleeps.x ^ boy(x) ^ one(x) ^ sleep(x)b. Less than three boys sleep.x ^ boy(x) ^#x < 3 ^ sleep(x)None of the values we can �nd for these sentences is exhaustive: if x denotes one sleeping boy,x can also denote another sleeping boy without there being a logical connection between thestatement about the one boy and the other. The same holds if x denotes sets with cardinalityless than three: there are variants for the denotation of x that are logically unconnected.4



Exhausti�cation is thereby a combination of the statement that exhaustive readings are pos-sible together with the assignment of the exhaustive value to the free variable4 When exhaus-ti�cation is possible, it gives minimal or maximal elements with respect to some order, e.g.the inclusion order on sets or the natural order on natural numbers.The concept of interpreted open formulas entailing one another is not standard and thefollowing remarks are intended to make it precise. The problem is that we must de�ne anotion of entailment over interpreted formulas. Interpretation normally involves a singlemodel and does not make sense over arbitrary classes of models (e.g. the value may not beavailable in another model, or it may play a completely di�erent role). Entailment howeveressentially involves a quanti�cation over models.To give content to interpretation, we will limit our models to a class K which contains theexpansions to a language L of a given model M0 for a language L0 � L. The given model�xes the domain and some privileged relations. For the examples considered in this paper, itsu�ces to take the basic model M0 to be the powerset of some given non-empty set (without;) together with the set of natural numbers (without 0), with the privileged relations inclusionbetween the sets, smaller than between numbers and cardinality relating sets and numbers.Object variables will range over sets of objects, number variables over numbers. A reasonableextension would be the inclusion of quantities of stu� and reals among the domain entitieswith the basic relations between the two. Part-whole relationships and measurement are otherobvious candidates.In addition, we assume a set MP of postulates about the non-privileged relations. Withentailment, we will mean K-entailment from now on.K can be written as K = fM :M j=MP and M jL0 =M0g. j is the restriction operator.Let ' be a formula with some free variable x and K a class of models M as described above.The exhausti�cation of ' in K with respect to the variable x is that object u in the domainUM of M such that (2).(1) M j= ' < u > and(2) 8v 2 UM8M1 2 K(M j= ' < v > and M1 j= ' < u >)M1 j= ' < v >).Example 1.Let K be as described above. Let MP be given by:Px ^ y � x! Py(gloss: If John has sheep x then John has sheep y for y � x.)Let ' be PxThen an exhaustive value for x in the model M is the set of all P in M . (John's sheep.)4Classically, we would have to say that exhausti�cation binds the variable. That the variable is availableas a name for the exhaustive value outside the scope of the operator is a non-classical dynamic e�ect. Unlikesystems like DPL we do not assume that the variable only functions in this way to the right of the scope ofthe operator. 5



Example 2.The postulates are given by:Pn ^m > n! Pm(gloss: If John runs the mile in n minutes then John runs it in m minutes if m > n)Let ' be PnThe exhaustive value is the smallest number m such that Pm in M . (gloss: John's time forthe mile.)Example 3.Pn ^ n > m > 0! Pm(gloss: If Bill has four chairs then Bill has three chairs.)The exhaustive value is the largest number m such that Pm. (gloss: The number of Bill'schairs.)2.1 Update SemanticsUpdate semantics is a general name for any theory of language that explains the semanticproperties of its expressions in terms of the information change that they bring about oninformation states.There is room for a general theory of update semantics: one that tries to abstract from anyassumptions about the nature of the information states and the changes that they allow. (Seee.g. Veltman(to appear)). Notions of logical consequence typically belong to this level. Anatural notion is to de�ne '1; : : : ; 'n j=  as 8��['1] : : : ['n][ ] = �['1] : : : ['n] (for othernotions, see Veltman).Another distinction that can be made is the one between monotonic systems, allowing onlyupdates, and non-monotonic systems that allow the information state to decrease. The latterkind are important for theories of belief revision and have also been used for giving an updatesemantics for DPL (Groenendijk (1993)).The changes that can be considered depend on the information states that are allowed. Thestructure of the information states in turn limits the possible operations on these states.Two main options are possible. We let the information states grow as they acquire newinformation. This is the constructive approach. A classical model would be to take completetheories in some logic. Information growth would be the addition of a new sentence to thetheory and closing o�. (Another model of this approach is the DRS construction algorithm:the natural language de�nes the updates, the information states are the DRSs.) The otherroad starts from taking a set of information carriers as given and proceeds by eliminatingcarriers. This is eliminative update logic. A third approach is a combination of eliminationand construction. This has been considered by Dekker(1993), in the footsteps of Heim(1983).Our approach here is purely eliminative. In an eliminative update semantics, we increase6



the information in an information state by eliminating information carriers: those in whichthe new information does not hold. Both the appearance of new discourse markers and theappearance of new facts will be modelled by elimination.Information carriers for a language L =< P;F;C > (with P a set of relations, F a set offunction symbols, and C a set of constant symbols) will be models for languages L0 =<P;F;D > with D � C. C is made up of two sorts: sets of objects and natural numbers. Wemake no distinction between constants and variables. Among the ranges of the individualterms we do not include the empty set and the number zero. (This reects natural language:there is no group of zero elephants.)The language introduced is a version of the DRT-formalism and is close to Vermeulen (toappear). (2) Terms:a. basic terms for numbers and sets.b. ft1;. . . ; tn is a term i� t1;. . . ; tn are terms, f is a functionsymbol and t1;. . . ; tn match the signature of f .Formulas are de�ned in (3).(3) Formulas:a. basic terms are formulasb. t1 = t2 is a formula i� t1 and t2 are terms of the samesort.c.Pt1;. . . ; tn is a formula i� t1;. . . ; tn are terms, P is a predi-cate symbol and t1;. . . ; tn match the signature of P .d. :', ' ^  , '!  are formulas i� ' and  are.The function of the terms as formulas is similar to the discourse markers of Kamp (1981).Below, we de�ne discourse markers by a recursion over the formulas, though we will not usethis de�nition in the semantics.1. DM(x) = fxg2. DM(') = ; if ' is atomic or ' = : or ' =  ! �3. DM('^  ) = DM(') [DM( )Information states are sets of information carriers. We can now de�ne the update �['] of aninformation state � by a formula ' in the following way.1. �[x] = fi 2 � : ix de�nedg 7



2. �[Pt1; : : : ; tn] = fi 2 � : : < it1;. . . itn > 62 iPg3. �[t1 = t2] = fi 2 � : :9u9v(it1 = u; it2 = v ^ u 6= v)g4. �[' ^  ] = �['][ ]5. �[:'] = neg(�[']; �)6. �['!  ] = �[:(' ^ : )]For the negation we need the de�nition (4),(4) neg(�; �) = � n �dm(�;�)which in turn requires (5) and (8) .(5) �X = fi : 9j 2 � i =X jg(5) makes use of (6).(6) i =X j i� 8a (a 62 X ) (ia = ja or ia and ja are bothunde�ned.))(7) dm(�; �) = fc 2 C : � j= c ^ � 6j= cgThe �rst three clauses of the de�nition of updates are set up in such a way that there is adistinction between an atomic formula (with free terms) eliminating information carriers andupdating the conjunction of the free terms with the atomic formula: only in the latter caseit is guaranteed that each of the variables will be de�ned throughout the information state.The atomic formulas only eliminate those carriers that overtly contradict them. This allows anotion of the discourse markers of an information state: the terms that are everywhere de�nedin that information state and, thereby, of the negation of an information state �1 with respectto another information state �: the subtraction of the closure of the �rst information state �1with respect to those of its discourse markers that are not markers of � from �. This semanticde�nition allows the development of the semantics as a proper algebra over information states.Our treatment of discourse markers may cause some worries. An update with a term c makesthe term into a complete object, but does not add interesting claims about it, other thanthat it is a possible object. On arbitrary �, we can add square(c), then :square(c) withoutcausing � to become the inconsistent information state. Only when we add c as a �nal update,will inconsistency be reached. Natural language names are of course quite di�erent, as their8



use presupposes their existence. Here, the update with c is the presupposed existence, theother occurrences are non-presupposing.The fact that the update c is so uninteresting makes the update :c necessarily inconsistent,even if another occurrence of c is accessible in the sense of Kamp. (In that case, the localstate contains c, whereas negc denies it.) This makes ::c a tautology.Information states can be in three minds about a discourse marker: it can contain it, i.e.� j= c, it can reject it (�[c] = ;) and it can accept it as possible (; � �[c] � �).Kamp's accessibility can be faithfully expressed as � j= c. This should not be confused withthe property of being an old discourse marker which is much weaker. This notion cannot bede�ned along these lines, since one can be old by being a non-accessible discourse marker onanother path or by being constrained without being a discourse marker. The safest optionfor a natural language interpreter is therefore to stick to the rule of using new terms unlessan old term is explicitly required.2.2 Exhaustive UpdatesExhaustive updates are updates with a formula whose discourse markers in the update areexhausti�ed with respect to the formula. To achieve this we think of the marker as justanother proper name. We eliminate the information carriers in which the formula does nothold and those in which the carrier does not give an exhaustive value to the variable. The�rst elimination is conventional, for the second we need to import exhausti�cation.Information carriers are models. Quanti�cation is dealt with by considering other informationcarriers in the information state which are almost exactly the same except for the valueassigned to certain variables. This relation is standard. For exhaustiveness, we will introducea relation which is similar to variation with respect to a set of variables, but which allowseverything else to vary instead. The two information carriers must have the same domain,the same interpretation of all individual constants and have the same extension for a set ofprivileged relations. (the analogue of the L0 relations considered above). They can vary withrespect to the interpretation of non-privileged predicates and functions. We call this relationobject-identity: the two information carriers agree with respect to the objects and their basicontological relationships. They may disagree about everything else.As before, we expect the information state (i.e. every carrier in it) to satisfy a set of mean-ing postulates MP. The set K we had before can now be equated with those parts of theinformation state that have the form fj 2 � : j is object-identical with ig.We obtain by this relation for each of the information-carriers i in the information state �a set of models Ki that can support the entailment relation needed for judging whether iassigns an exhaustive value to the variable. Because � contains the conceptual informationin MP , so does each of the Ki.The following diagram shows the demand of exhaustiveness on the variable x with respect tothe information state �[']. 9
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i is exhaustive for x i� whenever i has an x-variant ix and an object-identical variant io in�['] then io has an x-variant iox 2 �['] that is object-identical to ix.To see that this is correct, consider what we mean by exhaustive values. ' according to ishould entail all of the '-meanings in x-variants ix of i. When would it not do so? Intuitively,if the carrier i has an x-variant ix, but there is a world w, in which ' is the same as in i, butwhich lacks the corresponding x-variant.Object-identity here guarantees two things: it guarantees that the same value is given to xand that x is not just formally the same: it plays the same role in the ontology of the otherworld. So w must be object-identical to i. The corresponding x-variant must similarly beobject-identical to ix. A counterexample to i being exhaustive for x and ' with respect tosome � is therefore an x-variant ix and an object-identical io, both in �, which lack an elementiox that is object-identical to ix and x-variant to io.To go back to our earlier example:We need the meaning postulate (8):(8) Pz ^ y � z ! Pyi.e. we assume that (9)(9) �[Pz ^ y � z ! Py] = �and ' = Px. x must be new to the information state, i.e. 6 � j= x.Suppose i assigns pow(A) to P , and B � A to x. Take ix such that ix assigns A to x.ix 2 �[Px] since x is new and by the assumption.Consider io such that io assigns pow(B) to P . ix 2 �[Px] as x is new.Then there is no iox such that iox 2 �[Px], iox is an x-variant of io and iox is object-identicalto ix.By object-identity: iox assigns A to x. 10



By x-variance: iox assigns pow(B) to P .But then iox 62 �[Px]So x must be the maximum if i is exhaustive.The other examples follow by the same reasoning.An exhausti�cation operator q can be de�ned with the above semantics. The operator willtake the discourse referents of a formula and deliver an exhaustive interpretation for all ofthem if such a reading exists. By the semantic de�nition of discourse markers, the discoursemarkers of the argument of the operator are the same as those of the result.(10) �[q(')] = fi 2 �['] : 8j; k 2 �['] (j =dm(�['];�) i^k is object-identical to i 9l 2 �['] (l =dm(�['];�) k ^ l is object-identicalto j))g3 QuestionsThe aim of this section will be to consider the combination of exhaustivity and update se-mantics as a tool for reformulating the theory of Groenendijk en Stokhof on questions. Onlydirect questions will be be treated, indirect questions will be only speculatively considered.In the theory of Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) (GS), standard answers are characterised bythree properties.(11) They are trueThey are rigidThey are exhaustiveTwo semantic characterisations of questions follow: questions are concepts of their true an-swers (i.e. the functions that assign to a possible world the true propositional answer to thequestion) and partitions over possible worlds, induced by the relation f< i; j >:the proposi-tional answer to the question in index i contains jg).The informational perspective and the employment of update semantics precludes taking overthe Montague grammar formulation of these concepts. In update semantics, we do not havethe notion of truth (though it can be added), we have only expressions of type t and e, andit is only by information change that we can de�ne meaning. Within our monotonic updatesemantics, it holds that if questions mean anything at all, we have to characterise this meaningin terms of the new information they bring to the information state.The theory of questions I am proposing is simple: it applies the exhausti�cation operatorto the formula representing the question that contains the question's Wh-elements as itsdiscourse markers. A question update is an auxiliary update with the formula so obtained.The answer will determine how to proceed with the auxiliary information state.An auxiliary update leaves the original information state intact and constructs a secondinformation state. (We have seen an example in the treatment of negation, in which we11



update with the negated formula, and determine the update of the negated sentence in termsof the information state so obtained.)There are three ways in which we can deal with the auxiliary state: we can negate it withrespect to the original information state, in case the answer is negative (e.g no one, no, noanimals), we can replace the original state by the auxiliary state updated by the answer if itis positive and �nally we can forget it5, in case the interlocutor declines to answer it (e.g. Idon't know.). In the following two examples, we illustrate these three cases.(12) Did John come to the party?a. Yes.b. No.c. I do not know.(13) Who came to the party?a. John's friends.b. Nobody.c. I do not know.A positive answer can be reconstructed as a sentence (by some mechanism for ellipsis resolu-tion), or we can assume a mechanism for interpreting sentence fragments. In both cases, weneed only one thing: that the variables for the referents of the expressions in the answer corre-sponding to the Wh-expressions in the sentence are the same (by uni�cation) or are stated tobe identical. (In the sketch of a grammatical treatment in the next section, I assume sentencefragments and uni�cation: the answer John to the question Who sleeps? is presented as theuni�cation of x and John, the answer A boy as the statement boy(x). A positive answer addsits contents to the auxiliary information state, which replaces the original information state.In the following table (14), we give the sequence of events for a question that is asked andthen positively answered, negatively answered or declined.(14) Positive answers 1. �2. �:�3. �[question]:�4. �[question][answer]:�5. �[question][answer]In step (1), the conversation partners have a common ground �. The fact that a question isasked puts (2) a copy of the common ground to the foreground, keeping the original informa-tion state in the background (the dot is the stack forming operation). The foreground is nowupdated (3) with the question and with the positive answer (4). Acceptation of the positiveanswer makes the foreground into the new common ground (5).(15) Negative answers. 1. �2. �:�3. �[question]:�4. neg �[question]:�5The ignorance of the interlocutor will be part of the common ground, which makes it strictly speakingwrong to just obliterate the question update. A proper treatment of the common ground assumptions aboutthe speaker and the hearer is however beyond the scope of this paper.12



In (15) , steps (1) to (3) are the same. In (4), the new common ground becomes the negationof the foreground, with respect to the background6.(16) Declining to answer. 1. �2 �:�3. �[question]:�4. �In (16) , �nally step (4) reverts to the information state of (1).3.1 Adapting QuestionsThe choice between a positive answer and declining to answer is not always a sharp one:we can know the answer partially. Though there are answering strategies that provide forproper answering (John and others or John and maybe others can be proper answers to aWh-question, reecting the speaker's ignorance), another strategy is to tacitly change thequestion. In case the question was Who is asleep? and we only know that John sleeps butfail to know anything about the others, we may answer the weaker question Is John asleep?.In this case, there are some means of expression that help to indicate that we are answering adi�erent question. Twiddly intonation on John is one of these devices, but also more elaboratelocutions may be chosen (e.g. John is asleep, but I do not know about the others).Overanswering is the phenomenon that the answer gives more information than the questionwas -strictly speaking- asking for. This again is a question of tacitly changing the question,sometimes combined with an answer to the original question.(17) Did any stock rise yesterday?Yes, Alcatel and Telefonos Mexicanos.In (17) the answer to the yes-no-question is followed by an answer to the Wh-questionWhichstock rose yesterday?, a question that was not explicitly asked, but one which the interpreterobviously thought would be the next one the speaker would ask. That this question mustbe reconstructed in a grammatical treatment follows within our treatment from the need toobtain the exhaustivity e�ects.Questions come in an obvious order. The weakest ones are the yes-no-questions. Strongerquestions can be obtained by replacing standard NPs by Wh-elements and by replacing morerestricted Wh-phrases by less restricted ones. Underanswering can be seen as answeringa question derived from the original one by �lling in a more concrete Wh-element for oneof the Wh-elements in the question or by replacing it by an non-Wh-element altogether.Overanswering can analogously be understood as adding Wh-elements to the question oras making the Wh-elements less speci�c. The ordering strongly resembles the uni�cation6The treatment must allow for the addition of a denied answer. The answer not more than three books to thequestion What did John read? can be modelled by updating with more than three books, before negating. Analternative treatment treats negative answers on a par with positive answers, by unifying the internal variableof the negative quanti�er with the Wh-variable. Such a treatment however does not work for no, unless thatis considered to be an anaphor that takes the question as its antecedent and denies it.13



semilattice of the elements subsuming a given ground term. The semi-lattice can be groundedin semantics as well: knowing the answer to a stronger question always entails knowing theanswer to the weaker question, under the assumption that the knowledge subject knows thatthe stronger question is stronger than the weaker one.Of course, a speaker does not change the question without good cause. Going to a weakerquestion is allowed if the speaker cannot reply to the stronger question or if the speakerrealises that her partner is really looking for an answer to weaker question. Answering astronger question results from the realisation of the speaker that she can do so and that thestronger question is the one her conversation partner is really after. Recognising the speaker'sintention is as important in understanding a question as it is in understanding an assertion.An application of shifting questions are non-exhaustive answers: they can be understood asanswers to the weaker question. In terms of our theory, the topic of a non-exhaustive answeris a weakening of the explicit question. The exchange (18):(18) Where can I get some co�ee?One oor down, second door left.does not entail that co�ee cannot be had elsewhere (though sometimes it does). We canexplain this by assuming an implicit condition around here inside the where or a more speci�cmeaning of the word where: which is the closest place where to obtain a weaker Wh-questionor a shift to the yes-no-question: Can I get some co�ee one oor down,second door left?This is however not the only way in which we could deal with non-exhaustive questions. Wecould have a special speech act of non-exhaustive answering. Rather than an identity betweendiscourse markers, we would have a strict inclusion between the markers of the answer andthe marker of the Wh-element.A non-exhaustive exchange would then be treated as (19):(19) Who is at home?John.q(x^ x is at home) ^ j � xFor the time being, I prefer the �rst approach, which is closer to the way we treat topic andfocus in general. The �rst question would be forgotten and replaced by the weaker questionIs John at home? which is then positively answered.3.2 Wh-elementsA logical representation of questions needs to have a question operator and a way for markingWh-elements.My proposal would be to let Wh-phrases be represented as inde�nites: a new discoursemarker and possibly a new condition. That they are Wh-markers is then indicated by thefact that they are bound by the q-operator. The meaning of the q-operator is to give anexhaustive interpretation to the discourse markers that it binds. Within a DRT-context, the14



main syntactic problem is then to protect possible inde�nites occurring in the syntactic scopeof the Wh-phrase from being bound as well. A simple proposal is to add an operator, closingo� the syntactic scope of the Wh-phrase, to the semantics of the Wh-phrase. Operators withthis property are readily available: the double negation or true! '. The q-operator itself isunsuitable as it does not preserve the non-dynamic meaning.A disadvantage of this procedure is that it makes the inde�nites unavailable for futureanaphora. This is incorrect as such anaphora does occur, when the question is answeredin a positive way. This is a strong argument for following GS in assuming full propositionalanswers using ellipsis resolution for constituent answers and unifying the discourse markersderiving from the Wh-phrases the relevant discourse markers in the answer. The semanticrepresentation of the answer could then be standard, i.e. omitting both the q-operators andthe double negation(s).This is not the place to go into full detail about the ellipsis mechanism but we can imaginea process in which the constituents in the answer replace the corresponding Wh-phrases andthe result is interpreted in the normal way and which as a side-e�ect uni�es the markers of theWh-phrases with the markers of the constituents that reply to them. The matching processinvolved in the de�nition of correspondence is equally important in the interpretation ofcomplete sentential answers: also in this case, the Wh-phrase markers and the correspondingmarkers must be uni�ed7.The question can remain as proposed here, with the inde�nites unavailable, but as they arerepeated in the answer, they become available after a positive answer. The assumption ofmultiple topics in the next section also points in the direction of propositional answers: if weassume multiple topics for a single sentence, we cannot have constituent answers as the basiccase.This gives us the scheme (20) for the semantics of a Wh-phrase.(20) x ^A ^ ::(B)Here A is a restriction possibly incorporated in the Wh-phrase and B is the scope of theWh-phrase.In case we are dealing with a scope that does not contain a Wh-phrase, this is �ne. Thecombination should get a plus-value for the feature wh. For type s, there is then a syntacticallyempty operation that adds a q-operator to the semantics of a wh+-sentence. The results ofthis operation can form the scope of both Wh-phrases and certain other NPs.If a Wh-phrase applies to wh+-expression to which a q has been added, it must not applya double negation. In order to make the internal markers of the wh+-phrase available for7The operation needed here is the uni�cation of two partial sentential structures: one which derives fromthe question by abstracting away all the material deriving from the Wh-phrases with the exception of sortalrestrictions on their marker, the other complete when a full answer is given, but a partially determined sentencein which the answer fragments occur (in the order in which they occur). This is di�erent from the processdescribed by Pr�ust et al.(1994) as the traces of the question semantics would interfere (an elliptic answerwould become a question) and also from the approach in Gardent(1991) as the process is symmetric: materialmust ow from the answer to the (abstracted) question and may ow from the question to the answer. UnlikeVP-ellipsis, elliptical answers never override values in the antecedent.15



uni�cation with markers in the answer, it is necessary that these markers are available andnot made unaccessible by a double negation. Next to this process, Wh-phrases can alsodirect apply to expressions containing another Wh-phrase. In this case, the Wh-phrases startbehaving as if together they were forming a single large Wh-phrase. This leads to a secondscheme, which applies to [wh+]-arguments, with or without a q.(21) x ^A ^ B[wh+]Yes-no-questions can be incorporated into this scheme, but need not, although we want toavoid that exhaustivity applies directly to their discourse referents. We can let quanti�ers8have wider scopes than Wh-phrases. In this way we can obtain the two readings of (22).Some examples:(22) Which woman does every man like most?x ^ x =MANdist(x; q(y ^ woman(y) ^ like most(x; y)))q(y^woman(y)^::(x^x =MAN^dist(x; like most(x; y))))(23) Who sleeps?q(x ^ ::sleep(x))(24) Who meets a professor?q(x ^ ::(y ^ professor(y) ^meet(x; y)))Who meets which professor? (embedding)q(x ^ q(y ^ professor(y) ^ ::meet(x; y)))(25) Who meets which professor?(lumping)q(x ^ y ^ professor(y) ^ ::meet(x; y))3.3 Multiple Exhausti�cationWe predict that (26) has two readings.(26) Who loves who?In the �rst case, we obtain a representation (27).(27) q(x ^ q(y ^ love(x; y))Let us consider the double operation on a small domain. The internal q-operator gives usthe interpretation under step 1. Possible interpretations like f1g : fa; bg or f2g : fbg areeliminated.8That (non-plural) inde�nites always have a narrower scope than Wh-phrases needs an explanation. Perhapsthis must be found in the nature of such inde�nites (inde�nites like to be bound) or in the unsuitability ofasking about things the speaker knows but the hearer does not know yet.16



f1; 2; 3g : fcgf1; 2g : fb; cgf1g : fa; b; cgstep 2f1; 2; 3g : fcgf2; 3g : fcgf1; 3g : fcgf1; 2g : fb; cgf3g : fcgf2g : fb; cgf1g : fa; b; cgstep 1
Fig. 2 Love in carrier icba4321 -XXXXXXXXXz-HHHHHHHHHjXXXXXXXXXz- zzzzzzzThe doubly exhaustive reading makes for a compact representation of the positive part of therelation as a relation between sets.The other reading of the question is (28):(28) q(x ^ y ^ love(x; y))The relational MP gives us the assignment : x = f1; 2; 3g and y = fa; b; cg. If we interpretlove under this MP, it will be the only exhaustive assignment. This reading requires an atomicbasic representation: if some of the basic relata are sets, we are in trouble with the membersof these sets: they are not related. What fails is the implication (29):(29) < x; y >2 R ^ z � x ^ v � y )< z; v >2 RThere are two ways out of this problem. The �rst would be to follow several recent proposalsand allow groups of groups, i.e. let basic sets be elements of the values of the exhaustivereading. The other would be to let exhaustivisation apply to a attened predicate love�which transforms the relation in a relation among singletons. The �rst option is preferableand can be argued for independently (see, e.g. Scha & Stallard(1985)).3.4 ComparisonWhen does an information state answer a question? (In terms of such a de�nition we cande�ne proper answers: �[Q][A] must answerQ.) This is easy in Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984):an information state � answers a question if the question partitions it into the partition f�g.Here we use a similar idea, but things are one degree more complex.When is a question answered on an information state �? The question update eliminatesthe carriers that lack an appropriate exhaustive value for the Wh-elements. What they thendo for the other worlds is select the appropriate dm-variant: this is the answer according toa carrier i for which an answer exists. So the question update divides the carriers into twoclasses: one in which there is no answer, another in which the carrier gets mapped to itsexhaustive dm-variant. That an information state answers a question means �rst of all thatthe �rst class is empty: every carrier should determine an answer. Second, they should alldetermine the same answer. 17



This can be expressed as demands on �[q(')]. If � answers q('), the only e�ect of the updateis that the allowed values for the discourse markers of q(') are restricted. This implies thatevery i 2 � should have a dm-variant in �[q(')]. It follows from the de�nition of the question-update that only one dm-variant survives the update. So, sets of carriers that are dm-variantsof each other collapse to a single element (this follows from the nature of the question update).In this case, we have a function fq mapping � to �[q(')]. This does not yet guarantee that thesame answer is given. But we can express this adequately by the demand that fq preservesobject-identity: fq maps object-identical carriers to object-identical carriers.In (30), a de�nition is given that expresses these two demands directly in terms of object-identity and dm-variance. If � does not answer the question, there are carriers without ananswer or there are two carriers that have the same ideas about the structure of the world,but di�erent ideas about the facts which determine di�erent answers.(30) � answers q(') i�1. 8i 2 � 9!j 2 �[q(')] i =dm j2. 8i; j 2 � (oid(i; j)! 8k; l 2 �[q(')] (i =dm k ^ j =dm l!oid(k; l)))In essence, our de�nition is the same as that in GS. Object-identity composed with dm-variance for a �xed set of discourse markers is an equivalence relation.(31) iRj ,def 9k (oid(i; k)^ k =X j)Within an equivalence class of that relation we can form a partition by looking at the actualvalues for the discourse markers.(32) iQj ,def 8x 2 X ix = jxConsider � = �[q(')] and let X = dm('). Consider i=R=Q with respect to � . Now, i=R =i=R=Q, i.e. the partition determined by Q over i=R is fi=Rg, if � answers q(').What about truth, rigidity and exhaustivity?The point of update semantics is that we do not normally know what the truth is. There areno privileged carriers9. Experience also teaches us that our information is fallible. So thereseems to be no content here to the idea that an answer must be true, apart from the fact thatif we have loaded the question, i is in the set of worlds that give the same answer and meanthe same thing with that answer, as in GS. But here this is only a triviality.If we demand that all carriers are related by our relation R, answers are rigid: if � answersq(') the question update guarantees that the discourse markers of ' are de�ned and rigidover �. What we have in fact for answering a question is rigidity modulo R.9Following Heim(1983), we could add a priviliged information carrier in standard information states. Thiswould not help us with the problem at hand however as we have no notion of the denotation of a question(its answer) in a carrier. The function fq can be considered as an approximation of this notion, but it givescarriers, not propositions as its result. There is no guarantee that any carrier will be mapped to itself by thisfunction. 18



Exhaustivity is clearly present in the current approach.I have little to say about embedded questions, which formed the discovery ground of the GStheory. The problem is primarily that no fully satisfactory semantics for the attitudes has sofar been given in update semantics.Let me sketch a possible approach to knowledge. We assume that for i 2 � we have a setof carriers Ki representing John's knowledge. We can then de�ne knowledge updates in thefollowing way10:(33) �[K'] = fi 2 �['] : Ki['] = KigThis de�nition guarantees by means of an extra update that ' also holds in � after the update.It would be more proper to arrange this by presupposition, as the projection behaviour is notcorrectly characterised by putting an extra update inside the larger update, but we will notbother about this here. We demand11 that � � Ti2�Ki. We must also guarantee that Kiand i have the same ideas about discourse markers. A tentative demand lets i and j 2 Ki berelated by the composition of object-identity and variance for variables outside the discoursemarkers of � that are also markers of Ki.How do things work out with an example like (34)?(34) John knows who sleeps.We must form �[who sleeps] and reduce that to those i in which Ki is a �x-point for theupdate with q(x ^ sleep(x)). Since i is in �[q(x ^ sleep(x))], i agrees with Ki on the value ofx.In �, however, it need not be clear who sleeps, so there may be object-identicals j of i that havean x-variant in �[q(x^sleep(x))] which is also a �x-point for the update withKq(x^sleep(x)).If the answer is known this cannot happen. So like in GS, we have (35):(35) Bill sleeps.John knows who sleeps.ergoJohn knows that Bill sleeps.and its negative variant.How about other environments of indirect questions? I only have a version of wonder whetherhere, that is de�nable as the negation of our knowledge operator (in fact, precisely becausewe did not treat knowledge as presuppositional).10This is the same treatment as the one suggested by Kamp for belief according to Heim (1992). There arealternatives for this de�nition.11We know that what somebody knows is true, but we normally do not know everything that this personknows: of all the person knows, we know that it must be consistent with our information. If we know the totalof someone's knowledge, the information state determined by it must be a superset of our information state.19



(36) John wonders who sleeps(36) comes out as an update that eliminates the carriers in which John knows who sleepsand their dm-variants. It is clear that this time the corresponding inferences are blocked.So, I conclude that nothing indicates that it is impossible to develop indirect questions onthe lines we have indicated so far for direct questions.4 Topic and FocusThe idea that topic and focus are related to exhaustivity goes back to Szabolcsi (1981). Inher theory (but in my terms), a focussed constituent is interpreted as supplying the answerto the question resulting from omitting it in the sentence and replacing it by a suitable Wh-element. This same theory is also defended -but without the exhausti�cation- in the work ofVan Kuppevelt (1991), who extends the theory with a connection to the theory of discourse:any sentence should be viewed as an answer to an explicit or implicit question.How do we �nd out about the question? A popular view, suggested by work on operators likeonly and even and on subjunctives (Kasper (1992)), is that it derives from a binary divisioncoded into the form of the utterance by a variety of devices in di�erent languages: syntacticposition, case-marking, intonation etc. Others (e.g. Vallduvi (1991)) assume a tripartitestructure.I want to suggest that it is not necessary to assume a formal division and that indeed thisis a view that is hard to maintain. I will also argue against the view that we are dealingwith a binary or ternary division. Kasper (1992) convincingly shows that in many cases, wemust divide the semantical content of a word into a presupposition and an asserted part inorder to obtain a sensible construction of the meaning of the subjunctive sentences. He equallyconvincingly argues that this division cannot be made once and for all in the lexicon: di�erentcontexts lead to di�erent divisions. It follows that these divisions cannot be formally markedby any device unless we assume syntax beneath the word level, intonational patterns thatselect part of a word meaning, lexical marking of focus, or similar unconvincing stratagems.What we are left with for the interpretation of the formal devices are just constraints: inparticular constraints that tell us what cannot be topic, e.g. the NP marked by wa in Japanesecannot be in the topic of the sentence in its entirety, post-Wackernagel material cannot appear(with the exception of verbal material) entirely in a topic, focus-intonation similarly indicatesthat some of its material must stay out of the topic. Binary (or ternary) divisions are easy tomark in natural languages (compare quanti�cation, subordination). So the variety of meansof expression indicates that we are not dealing with a binary division. The fact that ternarydivisions have been proposed also points in this direction.Our current context suggests a simple solution. We adopt a semantics for the sentence asa whole. This semantics allows a set of abstractions, the questions that the sentence couldpossibly answer. Certain of these questions are ruled out by focus marking. Other questionsare already answered by the information state. The remaining questions together form thetopic or topics of the sentence. We obtain the informational contribution of the sentence byasserting the sentence (its representation with slots uni�ed with Wh-elements in the topics)20



in an information state to which we have added each of the topics as a question.This predicts a series of exhausti�cation e�ects, which indeed we �nd in some cases. Some-times however it appears as if there is a unique question. These are the cases like (37).(37) John likes MARYThe reconstruction into a question and an answer to the question can be performed in anumber of ways, depending on the Wh-element chosen. (38) lists some possibilities.(38) a. Who does John like? Mary.b. Which girl does John like? Mary.c. Which of Jane and Mary does John like? Mary.It is the information state that determines which one is chosen. If we know John likes a girl,or that he likes one of Jane and Mary, the last two questions are the topics that apply. If weknow nothing about the answer to (38a) , we must choose that as the topic.The variation in possible topics increases if we consider larger foci, as in (39):(39) John [LIKES MARY]which may question John's emotional attitudes towards girls, John's liking of people in gen-eral, etc.The assignment of a focus to a sentence is not unique, and even when it is unique, it does notgive rise to a unique question.Suppose we know has John has a farm and we are wondering about his life-stock. Theassertion (40)(40) John has 5 sheep.is then naturally interpreted as answering a series of questions(41) a. Does John have life-stock?b. What life-stock does he have?c. How many X does he have?where the (b) and (c) answers are responsible for the implicatures that John has no goats orcows and that he does not have 6 or 12 sheep.The update semantical framework provides some support in identifying the topic. First ofall, topics can be regarded as accommodatable presuppositions. If they are found in thecontext, either directly or as a subquestion of an earlier question, they are preferred overtopics that must be accommodated. Second, topics must be proper questions with respect21



to the information state. It does not do to select a topic that is already answered in theinformation state. This can �lter out topics that are improper questions.A third �lter, studied by Van Kuppevelt in recent work is the way in which one sentence canlimit the range of topics allowed for the next sentence.The main problem for this approach is that we need to explain he occurrences of only. Givenour analysis, only applies to a focus. Adding only to a sentence with a given focus would bea semantically empty operation. This is illustrated in (42).(42) Who does Mary love? She loves only John.Mary likes ONLY BEANS.In both examples, the only appears to be superuous. In (42a) because of the exhaustivityof answers, in (42b) because of the exhaustivity of foci. If we do not assume that we arecompletely on the wrong track, an explanation must be available for these occurrences ofonly. There are two possibilities. One is that only here functions as a pragmatic markerindicating that the answer goes against the expectations of the interlocutor: he or she wouldexpect that Mary loves more people or likes more vegetables. This would place only on apar with even which reverses such expectations. Another explanation could come from theunderspeci�cation involved in determining the precise topic: only could enlarge the extensionof the restriction on the hidden Wh-phrase in the topic (maybe from the contextually givenset of alternatives that would otherwise be picked up to the full range of the possibilities) andthereby strengthen the exhaustivity. In both cases, only would have a role that is much lesssemantic than has been generally assumed.A last remark is in order. The actual syntactic possibilities for Wh-phrases are not a goodguide in determining the range of topics. The formalism we developed for representing ques-tions is richer and can provide better guidance in identifying topics.5 PluralsThat the framework of generalised quanti�ers o�ers an interesting framework for analysingplural determiners has been proven by a constant stream of publications. My aim in thissubsection is to provide an alternative not for those insights but for the direct application ofgeneralised quanti�ers in natural language semantics. The theory I want to propose is closeto early DRT. It has the advantage that it is simple-minded, the disadvantage that, withoutfurther additions, it is not correct.In the naive theory, plural NPs are a special kind of de�nites and inde�nites, introducingdiscourse markers for sets, generally of cardinality � 2. The interpretation of these sets isconstrained in a number of ways by the NP.The most important constraint is that the set always belongs to the extension of the noun.The noun sometimes has an anaphoric role referring back to an earlier plural referent includedin the noun extension. In these cases, the denotation of the NP-referent must belong to thissubset of the extension. 22



The denotation also meets some conditions deriving from the determiner. These conditionsconstrain the set or the relation between the set and the noun denotation. There may alsobe contextual parameters, especially in the case of vague determiners (many, few, etc.).A last type of constraint that the determiner can impose concerns the binding of the argumentplace occupied by the NP. Certain determiners prefer a distributive interpretation (many,every). This is however not the only source of distributivity.Another claim about determiners are that certain of them are negations of de�nite and in-de�nite determiners. Negation makes them not de�nite or inde�nite. Examples are no andfew.The last claim is not about NPs but about the predicates and relations in which they occur.Certain of these obey special constraints. In particular, I will assume that one place predicatescome in three varieties. Here and below I will use x 2 y as an abbreviation for x � y^#x = 1,a harmless notation as set membership will not be used as such.All one-place predicates will obey the postulate (43)(closure under union).(43) 8x 2 y 9z � y x 2 z ^ Pz ! PySome will allow distributive readings, but also have collective ones. This gives us (44)(aspecial case of closure under union).(44) 8x 2 y Px! PyAnd �nally there are ones that are only distributive, giving the MP (45), typical for nouns.(45) 8x 2 y Px$ PyThe situation with many-place predicates is even more complicated. In this paper we willonly consider the postulate (46), here formulated for a 2-place predicate.(46) 8v 2 x 9w 2 y Rvw ^ 8v 2 y 8w 2 x Rwv ! RxyOther postulates are obtained by applying the meaning postulates for one-place predicates inturn to each of the argument places.An example of such a derived postulate for 2-place relations is (47). This relation allowsdistributivity over both coordinates.(47) 8v 2 x 8w 2 y Rvw ! Rxy23



5.1 Some constraintsLet x be the discourse referent of the NP, d be the extension of the noun (or the contextuallydetermined restriction of that extension). The determiners all, every and the provide theconstraint (48)(48) x = dall the others that are not negative, the constraint (49).(49) x � dUsing strict subset here is essential as will become clear later.A number of determiners provide cardinality constraints. Some of these are stated in thefollowing table. The variable n is a number value provided by the context.#x = 3 three#x > #(d� x) most#x � 2 some#x � 2 a few#x < 3 less than three#x > 5 more than 5#x � n manyThis determines most of the determiner meanings. The negative ones can now just be de�nedin terms of the positive ones:(50) no:= not ano:= not somefew:= not manyEvery, many, most and each bind the predicate in a special way: they demand that each ofthe members of the discourse referent meets the condition of the predicate. In (51) I providean update de�nition for distributivity. There is also a de�nition for fullness (intended for thesemantics of all. These de�nitions are the same but for the fact that fullness continues towork for collective readings and mass interpretations of the variables.(51) distributivity: �[dist(x; ')] = fi 2 � : 8j j =x i^ jx 2 ix !j 2 �[']gfullness: �[full(x; ')] = fi 2 � : 8j j =x i ^ jx � ix ! j 2�[']g 24



In (51) distributivity is de�ned by quantifying over x-variants j of i that assign members ofix to x, for fullness, we quantify over all parts of ix.I do not consider bare plurals and pars pro toto readings of de�nite plurals.Below a combination of the constraints is provided, combining with the verb to run.A boy runs. x ^ x � BOY ^#x = 1 ^ run(x)Some boys run. x ^ x � BOY ^#x � 2 ^ run(x)The boy runs. x ^ BOY = x ^#x = 1 ^ run(x)The boys run. x ^ BOY = x ^#x � 2 ^ run(x)All boys run. x ^ BOY = x ^#x � 2 ^ full(x; run(x))Every boy runs. x ^ BOY = x ^ dist(x; run(x))Three boys run. x ^ BOY = x ^#x = 3 ^ run(x)Few boys run. :(x ^ x � BOY ^#x > n ^ dist(x; run(x)))Many boys run. x ^ x � BOY ^#x > n ^ dist(x; run(x))Most boys run. x ^ x � BOY ^#x > #(BOY � x) ^ dist(x; run(x))Why is the treatment inadequate as it stands? The reason is simple: it is incapable of dealingwith exhaustive quanti�ers like precisely 2 or readings of quanti�ers like 2 in which they carryan exhaustive interpretation.Suppose there are �ve sleeping boys. Then both (52)(52) Less then four boys sleepx ^ boy(x) ^#x < 4 ^ sleep(x)and (53) are true under a standard DRT-interpretation: just take a smaller subset of thesleeping boys.(53) Precisely 2 boys sleepx ^ boy(x) ^#x = 2 ^ sleep(x)Another example that comes out wrong is the infamous cumulative reading of e.g. (54).(54) 4 boys danced with 5 girls(54) is true (due to our relational meaning postulate) when the cumulative interpretationis true (the total number of boys who danced with girls is 4 and the total number of girlsthey danced with is 5). Unfortunately it also is true if �ve boys danced with six girls (in thecumulative reading), i.e. when it is intuitively false.5.2 RepairsThis paper started out about 10 years ago with an attempt to develop a question theory inDRT and received a strong impulse from a clever solution of Hans Kamp (p.c.) of the problem25



of cumulative quanti�cation. My �nal solution is still very close to his idea, which can berecapitulated in the following three steps, applying to the example (55).(55) 200 Dutch �rms own 600 American computers.(56) 1. reinterpret the relation in a cumulative way (the 8989meaning postulate)2. apply the "naive" approach (section 3) to obtain a DRS3. exhaustify the resulting DRSMy one change is to do the exhausti�cation beforehand by updating with (57)which is aninstance of topicalisation. (The question can be glossed as: How many Dutch �rms own howmany American computers.)(57) q(n ^m ^ x ^ y ^#x = n ^#y = m ^ ::(dutch firm(x) ^american computer(y) ^ own(x; y)))After this update we then add the naive (58) with next to the variable sharing the invisibleuni�cations n = 60 and m = 300.(58) x ^ y ^ #x = 60 ^ #y = 300 ^ dutch firm(x) ^american computer(y) ^ own(x; y)This is an ordinary instance of assigning a topic to a sentence.The other quanti�ers operate in much the same way. We will treat the exhaustivity e�ectsunder the heading of scalar implicatures.6 Scalar ImplicaturesScalar implicatures is another area in which exhausti�cation does provide a direct explanation,independently of pragmatic maxims. If we analyse (59)(59) John has four sheep.as (60) (60) q(x ^ have(j; x)) ^#x = 4 ^ sheep(x)or as (61)(61) q(n ^ ::(#x = n ^ x ^ have(j; x) ^ sheep(x)))^ n = 426



it cannot be that there are more than 4 sheep that John owns. If there are, we can formanother set of 4 sheep owned by John who are not contained in the set chosen as value for x.In this way, exhausti�cation explains all of the (pragmatic) implicatures of the form (62) forn a number greater than 4.(62) John does not have n sheepIf we want to apply exhausti�cation to other cases of scalar implicature, things turn out to bemore complicated than in this numerical case. Indeed, some of the cases discussed below canbe regarded as arguments against the reduction of scalar implicatures to exhausti�cation. Ingeneral we have to make quite a number of special assumptions.The �rst group of examples are formed by monotone increasing determiners like some, most,at least three etc. that seem compatible with the application of all. It seems to hold that ifA(det N) holds with det one of the mentioned determiners and A a simple context that doesnot bring the det N con�guration into the scope of a quanti�er or a negation, there is a scalarimplicature that not A(all N). An example is (63).(63) statement: Most sheep died.implicature: Not all sheep died.Now given an analysis of the determiners in question, exempli�ed in (64),(64) x ^ sheep(x) ^ die(x) ^#(SHEEP � x) < #xit is possible to assign the set of all sheep to the discourse marker introduced by the NP. Itseems, however, that it is natural enough to introduce a condition to the semantics of thesedeterminers that forces their referent to be subclass of the class indicated by the noun in thecontext12. This is a natural amendment as moving from a given class to a subclass is thediscourse function of these determiners (a function that they share with the cardinals). Inthis way, we would have a semantic analysis of some that would work out on (65) as follows:(65) Some sheep died.x ^ x � SHEEP ^#x � 2 ^ die(x)Here SHEEP is whatever set is the denotation of the noun sheep in the context (a set of sheepintroduced earlier on the discourse, the set of sheep within some context restriction or the setof sheep at the reference time and place).Exhausti�cation does not work if all sheep died: unless SHEEP happens to have cardinality2, none of the sets meeting the two conditions would be maximal. If it is 2, x is not a propersubset.A similar analysis applies to the other determiners.12We already introduced this constraint in an earlier section.27



(66) Most sheep died.x ^ x � SHEEP ^#(SHEEP � x) < #x ^ die(x)At least three sheep died.x ^ x � SHEEP ^#x � 3 ^ die(x)Notice that under the conditions that SHEEP is plural, and has more than 3 members, if itholds (perforce exhaustively) that all sheep died, it still follows (non-exhaustively) that some,most and at least three sheep died. In our theory, it follows that the questions in (67)(67) Did some sheep die?Did most sheep die?Did at least three sheep die?must be answered in the positive, though the a�rmative sentences can not be used with theNP or determiner in focus.So the normal entailments13 come out correctly and it even holds that in the restricted sensethat answers to the corresponding questions must be answered positively, these quanti�ersremain monotone increasing.Sometimes, it is better to interpret scalar implicatures as part of another phenomenon. Acase in point is the scalar implicature around or in (68).(68) John has sheep or John has goats.(68) seems to exclude that John has animals of both kinds. We could introduce a variablethat can be classi�ed by or and and (in a mutually exclusive way) and introduce a suitablepartial ordering on the values of that variable, e.g. as in (69),(69) z ^ connection(z; sheep; goats) ^ or(z)The values of z could be taken from the domain of connectives ordered by implication.To be precise:f is a connective if f 2 22�2,f � g i� 8xg(x) � f(x),or(z) i� z = f<< 0; 0 >; 0 >;<< 1; 0 >; 1 >;<< 0; 1 >; 1 >;<< 1; 1 >; 1 >g andconnection(z; p; q) i� z(< p; q >) = 1.If John has both sheep and goats, disjunction is a proper value for z, but not an exhaustiveone. Conjunction is however exhaustive. Or itself can never be exhaustive, since whenever it13Entailment intuitions can be reconstructed in two ways: (a) given that we know the premises can weanswer Yes to the yes-no-question formed from the conclusion or (b) given that we know the premise can wesincerely and correctly assert the conclusion. For many examples in standard logic only the �rst interpretationcan be maintained. 28



holds, there is a stronger connective (and, left and not right or right and not left) that winsout over or. So the explanation fails.The approach is however not very natural to begin with. First, the addition of an extravariable is not warranted by anaphoric phenomena (the connection cannot be picked upby pronouns). Second, the scalar implicature can equally well be derived from the clausalimplicatures associated with disjunction, though in a slightly weaker form (if the speaker doesnot know of either disjunct that it holds, it follows that she does not know their conjunction).This would be preferable.Anaphora occurs with scalar implicatures like the ones in (70).(70) John's sheep is rather heavy.implicature: John's sheep is not extremely heavy.After the �rst example we can continue with (71)(71) Bill's sheep is just as heavy.which seems to pick up the heaviness of John's sheep to apply it to Bill's sheep. In this waywe can analyse (71) along the lines of (72) and obtain the implicature in the usual way.(72) q(w ^ weight(w; s))^ rather heavy(w)Here w can be thought of as a positive real, weight(w; x) applies whenever weighing x givesa greater value than w14, and rather heavy applies to an interval of weights distinct from thatto which extremely heavy applies. Thus we maintain the entailment from extremely heavy torather heavy, while obtaining a maximal value for the weight of John's sheep if exhausti�cationapplies.A �nal case is provided by the scale know, belief. Here it not evident that we can pick up theattitude anaphorically, though we come close. It is �ne to have sequences like (73).(73) John strongly resents that Bill's sheep have eaten his owers.Bill feels the same way about John's sheep eating his cabbage.The corresponding Have the same attitude towards (the analogue of Feel the same way forknow and believe) is however rather contrived. We can use the same scheme as we employedearlier on.(74) q(a ^ attitude(a; j; p))^ belief(a)Here a could be taken to range over mental states of subjects and we could take them to beordered by content. Thus a regret of x towards p always contains a knowledge of x that p14I weigh one kilo, non-exhaustively. This appears to be true. Similarly, I am one foot tall, but not seven.29



which contains a belief of x that p. The regret, knowledge and belief are taken to be di�erentstates (no knowledge is a belief or inversely) that may partially constitute each other. Thisis the partial ordering we require for applying exhausti�cation.As it is now fairly common to have a state parameter in the analysis of these sentences forthe purpose of temporal processing, and others have argued for a view in which one state canbe partial constituent of another, this analysis seems comparatively unproblematic.As usual, the inference from a knowledge to a corresponding belief is maintained for thenon-exhaustive reading of the belief.6.1 CancellationThere is a problem with what we have seen so far: the phenomenon of cancellation for scalarimplicatures. So far we have pretended that exhausti�cation applies all the time. Cancellationtells us that the application of exhausti�cation must be limited to certain cases.The point in treating scalar implicatures as pragmatic implicatures rather than entailmentsis precisely that there are exceptions to their application. Sometimes they apply, sometimesthey do not.(75) Does Leif have three chairs?Yes, Leif has three chairs.Following Kadmon (1986), the answer does not implicate that Leif has precisely three chairs.It may be that 3 chairs are needed for seating some extra guests, but that Leif owns 6 chairsin total.Other means of cancelling the implicatures are connected with explicit cancellation and so-called twiddly intonation, which seems to be used to indicate that other things could be �lledin as well.(76) a. Leif has three chairs, allright, but he may have more.b. Leif has three -even six- chairs.c. Leif has thReE chairs.As exhausti�cation is connected with the topic-focus division in the sentence, it follows thatall kinds of cancellation must be related to means of inuencing this division. An explicitquestion changes the division: if possible, the topic will coincide with the question. Theexplicit question thereby cancels the exhaustivity of the answer. Provisions also form arestriction on the topic-focus division. Constructing the topic as: How many chairs does Leifown?, i.e. making three the focus, for (76b) is contradicted by the interjection. Thereby,only the weaker question Does Leif have three chairs? can be the topic, with a treatment ofthe rejected topic included in the interjection. In (76a) , the proviso similarly forces a weakertopic. Finally in (76c) , the phenomenon of twiddly intonation is characteristic of a topicresetting and should here make it impossible to make three focus.It is not the sentence as such that forms an exception to exhausti�cation. Cancellation canbe limited to part of the sentence, while other quanti�ers remain exhaustive. Compare (77).30



(77) 3 boys kissed most|maybe all| girls.One phenomenon that may be reduced to scalar implicatures, in our reconstruction, are theEvans-e�ects. Evans' observation is that there is a crucial di�erence between saying (78):(78) John has sheep. Bill shaves them.versus (79).(79) John has sheep, that Bill shaves.In the �rst, but not in the second case, Bill shaves all of John's sheep.A treatment can be based on topic and focus. In the case of the single sentence, the focuscan only include the whole NP, not the NP without the relative clause (this would only beallowed if the relative clause were non-restrictive). In the other case, we assume that thediscourse referent of the NP sheep receives an exhaustive interpretation by being in focus.7 Conclusions and Further WorkThe picture that emerges is that every assertion either answers an existing question or existingquestions or constructs the question(s) that it answers on the y. The information that wegather from sentences is partially determined by the question we assume it answers. I havetried to present the case that various "implicatures" can be explained by referring to thisquestion. Of course, they are no longer implicatures as they are not fallible. The apparentpossibility of cancellation must be understood as di�erent possibilities for �nding the answeredquestion.The current approach to scalars together with update semantics approaches to clausal im-plicatures, makes it necessary to reinterpret the phenomenon of conversational implicatures.There is a class that is directly connected with basic interpretation (clausals and scalars) andthat can be captured by a discourse grammar. Typical of this class is that does not requiresophisticated reasoning. On the other hand, there can be no grammatical alternative for theimplicatures generated by outing maxims. Here we typically require reasoning about goalsof the speaker and alternatives for reaching the communicative goals.Notice that we manage to conform to Grice's original aim: maintain a simple logic and explainspecial e�ects by an additional mechanism. The mechanisms involved in clausal and quantityimplicatures is simpler than the reasoning about communicative behaviour proposed by Grice.Such reasoning however remains indispensable for explaining the full range of perlocutionarye�ects.Further work will be necessary to integrate the present results adequately in a grammaticalframework.Some of the themes discussed in this paper have the avour of going back to old battle�eldsaround DRT. The use of descriptions as an alternative for the DRT-analysis �nds important31



arguments in the Evans-phenomena. With a mechanism like the one proposed here, thedi�erences largely disappear. The fact that, for adequate analyses of the plural, it seemsimperative to use the generalised quanti�er structures proposed by Montague casts doubt onthe general spirit of the analyses proposed in early DRT for the singular NPs. I believe thesearguments no longer hold in a setting like the current one.The theory of questions of section 4 is also simpler (on the formal level, not in the semantics assuch) than the theory on which it is based (the Montague grammar approach of Groenendijk& Stokhof). It is possible to see the questions here as concepts of their true, rigid andexhaustive answers on the metalevel, by using functions fq standing in for the denotationrelation. Equally well, we can see the Karttunen theory embodied in this procedure. Equatinga possible answer with an element of �[q(')] together with q(') associates a set of possibleanswers with the question. (In case we perform the update on the empty information state,the set of all possible answers). Factual answers select possibilities from this set. On thislevel there is little to motivate questions as denoting their answer.The real motivation for a denotational view in GS are formed by the indirect questions.The distinction between the predicate know as an extensional predicate of questions andwonder as an intensional one is elegant and hard to resist within the framework of Montaguegrammar and indeed within any framework based on the Fregean distinction. The alternativeof making a distinction between predicates that (lexically) presuppose the existence (truth)of an argument and ones which do not is however equally general and correct, both for knowand wonder and for eat and want.Many questions have received only a tentative answer in this paper and require further work.I have tried to show how a simple mechanism can be applied in a number of important areasand avoid some of the usual complexities there.Further research is necessary to come with an overall treatment of those Gricean implicaturesthat allow a grammatical treatment. More work is necessary to give an explicit treatment ofclausal implicatures (following the lead of Stalnaker's theory of assertion) This will involve atreatment of speaker and hearer beliefs in the common ground, a treatment that is currentlynot available.Within the question theory outlined here the two most important research questions seem tobe the treatment of indirect questions within a more complete and adequate treatment of theattitudes and the treatment of complex answers. Answers typically can have the form of alist: (80) Who likes which animals?Mary likes poodles, Harry likes ants and Jane likes donkeys.The problem is that we need to express that the answers together are exhaustive, whileavoiding that any of the three is. The curious lumping of the elements in a list, discussedbriey in Pr�ust & al. seems to provide an answer, but this aspect should be studied in moredepth. What we can do in our context is to update with the disjunction of the three answers.A precise treatment has to wait for a future occasion.The sketchy topic-focus treatment needs a serious confrontation with the empirical facts beforewe can come to accurate predictions concerning the precise topics that operate in a particular32
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